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Idaho Was on Ground Floor Of
Spent Fuel, High-Level Waste
Management
 Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant was built in 1950s to
manage government fuel
 Reprocessing and calcination
of liquids began in 1950s,
continued until 1990s/2000s
 When reprocessing was ended,
plant focus became spent fuel storage,
preparation for shipping; solidifying remaining liquid
waste and preparing high-level waste for removal
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Idaho Has Spent Fuel from Many
Different Sources
 On-Site Reactors
 Naval Reactors
 Commercial (FSV)
 TMI Core Debris
 Foreign Research
 West Valley
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Reprocessing, Calcining
Processes Were Supported
through the 1980s
 Recovered Highly-Enriched Uranium was used for driver
fuel for Savannah River reactors
 Liquid waste was “calcined,” tanks never leaked (piping
and valve boxes did, prompting soil remediation later)
 While spent fuel backlog was starting to build up,
reprocessing offered ultimate “disposition path”
 Regulators, political leaders were largely content
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In 1992, Decision Was Made to
Discontinue Reprocessing
 End of Cold War left U.S. with large quantities of special
nuclear material
 Shutdown of Savannah River reactors meant no
immediate end use for recovered uranium
 Reprocessing generated large quantities of liquid waste
– No need to generate the waste if end product not
needed

Savannah River reactors were shut down
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Delays in WIPP Opening and End
to Reprocessing Led to Conflict
 1988: Delays in WIPP opening
prompted Idaho’s governor to
stop Rocky Flats transuranic
shipments into Idaho
 1990: State extended fight to
Fort Saint Vrain and Navy spent
nuclear fuel
 Long legal battle resulted in June
1995 Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement,
then October, 17 1995 Idaho
Settlement Agreement
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Some Citizens Objected to Idaho
Settlement Agreement; Petition
Drive Began
 1996: After litigation with state
was settled, petition drive by
some Idaho citizens led to ballot
proposition that would have
rescinded Idaho Settlement
Agreement
 November 1996: Idaho voters
overwhelmingly supported
Agreement by rejecting the
ballot proposition
 The agreement’s enforceable
milestones put pressure on DOE
to perform
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ICPP Became INTEC, Focus
Shifted
 The “Chem Plant” became Idaho Nuclear Technology
and Engineering Center
 Focus shifted to most efficient ways to dry store spent
fuel, prepare it for shipment to repository
 About 1.8 million gallons of liquid waste remained –
about half was calcined
 Calciner then was shut down: expense to bring up to
emissions standards, not well suited for sodium waste
 Much of the Tank Farm “closed” (cleaned and grouted)
 Remaining liquid will be treated at Integrated Waste
Treatment Unit
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1995 Idaho Settlement Agreement Limits
SNF Shipments to Idaho; Requires SNF
Removal by Jan. 1, 2035; Requires Stored
TRU Removal by Dec. 31, 2018
 DOE has been meeting
Settlement Agreement
Requirements in
timely manner
 Finishing liquid treatment,
closing final tanks,
treating calcine are next
big milestones
 July 2008: agreement that
targeted buried waste is
required to leave Idaho
(2008 Agreement to Resolve
Disputes)
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DOE-ID Will Rely on Blue Ribbon
Commission, Administration
to Provide Path Forward
 DOE-ID is focused on meeting spent fuel dry storage
requirement, preparing spent fuel for ultimate shipment, and
continuing to ship transuranic waste out of Idaho
 DOE is also focused on finishing liquid processing, preparing
to treat (Hot Isostatic Pressing) calcine
 The Idaho Settlement Agreement has 102 milestones
associated with it that DOE agreed to meet between 1995 and
2035; DOE has met all 46 required to date – one of them seven
weeks late and all rest on time
 DOE's relationship with the state of Idaho has steadily
improved in recent years, as DOE has consistently met its
cleanup and waste management commitments
 This performance by DOE has increased the state’s trust of
the department – trust that is critical to the Idaho National
Laboratory’s missions in nuclear energy and national security
research
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